
 
 
 

2017 Fursuit Quote Form 
 
Customer (legal name):  
Character Name: 
Character Species: 
Ref Sheet URL: 
Email:  
 
Use N/A or No for things that do not apply, and highlight all items that apply to you. Include 
species info in the comments section if not generic. Please note that the quote form gives you a 
rough guideline to how much your additions are going to cost allowing you to plan for your 
budget even before we give you the quote. When including your ref sheet it must adhere to the 
following rules/guidelines. 1. Must be of a character that you own. 2. Must be a digital ref sheet. 
3. Must Contain Front/Back/Side Views. 4. Must be clear/legible if the art is of poor quality it will 
be up to OUR interpretation. It is your responsibility to ensure that the ref sheet is legible. 5. If 
you are commissioning us for an artistic liberty suit/design please include the following: favourite 
colours, least favourite colours, a theme and/or a design that you like to use as inspiration. 
Lastly please note that BP stands for Base Price.  
 

General  
1. What are you after? 
a. Head BP 600$ 
b. Mini Partial BP 800$ 
c. Full Partial BP 1050$ 
d. Fullsuit (Plantigrade) BP 1900$  
e. Fullsuit (Digitgrade) BP 2100$ 
F. Fullsuit (Dropped Crotch) BP 2200$ 
f. Quadsuit BP 2600$ 
 
2. What is the desired Style? 
a. Toony 



b. Semi-Toony 
c. Realistic 
 
3. If you want lined parts would you like custom printed lining*?  
a. Yes +50-100$  
b. No 
 

Head 
 

1. If realistic style would you like the head to be resin or composite*? 
a. Resin 
b. Composite +40$ 
c. N/A 
 
2. If Semi-toony would you like the base to be foam, resin or composite? 
a. Foam 
b. Resin 
c. Composite +40$ 
d. N/A 
 
3. Would you like LED eyes? (realistic only) 
a. Yes +45$ 
b. No 
 
4. Would you like a fan installed in the head? (realistic only) 
a. Yes + 45$ 
b. No 
 
5. Would you like 2D or 3D follow me eyes? (toony only) 
a. 2D +0$ 
b. 3D +45$ 
 
6. Would you like magnetic interchangeable parts? (toony only) 
a. Eyelids +20$ per set 
b. Tongue(s) +15$ per tongue 
c. Facial hair (ex: soul patch) +15-50$ 
d. No 
 
7. If your character has hair/mane would you like it to be hand wefted*, or regular fur? 
a. Wefted +75-300$  
b. Regular Fur +15-50$  
c. N/A 



 
Hand & Feet 

 
1. What Style of handpaws/stilts would you like? 
a. Toony (four finger) +90 
b. Feral (four finger) +90 
c. Puffy (four finger) +200 
d. Five Fingered +15$ 
e. Wickerbeast +40$ 
f. Quadsuits: Static Stilts + 0 
g. Quadsuit: Jointed Stilts +75 
h. N/A 
 
9. Would you like claws?  
a. Yes (plush) +25$ 
b. Yes (resin) +10$ 
c. No 
 
10. Would you like pawpads? 
a. Yes (plush) +15$ 
b. Yes (Silicone) +40$ 
c. No 
d. N/A 
 
11. Would you like you handpaws lined? 
a. Yes +25 
b. No 
c. N/A 
 
12. What kind of feetpaws would you like? 
a. Indoor +50$ 
b. Outdoor +0$ 
c. Stompy +75$ 
d. N/A 
 
13. Would you like pawpads on your feetpaws? 
a. Yes (plush) + 15$ 
b. Yes (silicone) +50$ 
c. No 
d. N/A 
 
14. Would you like claws on your feetpaws? 



a. Yes (plush) +25$ 
b. Yes (resin) +10$ 
c. No 
 
15. What is the desired length of the tail? 
a. Small (5-29”) -25$ 
b. Normal (30-35”) +0$ 
c. Large (36-50”) +15-40$ 
d. Floor Dragger (51-70”) +50-75$ 
e. Custom 
 
16. If your tail has feathers or spikes would you like them to be plush or realistic? 
a. Plush Feather +5$ per feather (based on single colour) 
b. Realistic Feather +5$ per feather (based on single or double colour) 
c. Plush Spike +2-10$ per spike based on size 
d. Resin Spike +2-10$ per spike based on size 
e. N/A 
 
17. If your tail has light coloured fur would you like LEDs? (use comment section to describe 
what you’d like) 
a. Yes (price TBD) 
b. No 
 
18. If your tail has long tufts or a mane would you like regular fur or hand wefted? 
a. Regular Fur +15-30$ 
b. Hand Wefted +75-300$  
c. N/A 
 
19. What style of bodysuit do you want? 
a. Plantigrade +0 
b. Plantigrade - Stompy (price TBD) 
c. Digitgrade +200$ 
d. Digitgrade Dropped Crotched +300$ 
e. Quadsuit +600$ 
 
20. Would you like to add pockets to your bodysuit? 
a. Yes +15$ per pocket 
b. No 
c. N/A 
 
21. If your character has wings are they armsleeves or back wings? 
a. Armsleeves + 75-400$ 
b. Back Wings + 75-600$ 



c. N/A 
 
22. Would you like the wings to be plush or realistic? 
a. Plush (feather) 
b. Realistic (feather) 
c. Plush (webbed) 
d. Realistic (webbed)  
e. N/A 
 
23. What is the desired wingspan of the wings? 
a. 1-3’ +75-150$ 
b. 4-6’ +150-300$ 
c. 7-10’ +300-600$ 
d. Custom  
e. N/A 
 
Customer Notes 
Use this section to explain any specific details of the character. Remember to include species 
info, and the ref sheet if you haven’t already done so above. If you want us to match furs please 
use this section to write a detailed list of the colours/furs used on your existing suit, include links 
where possible! 
 
 
Office Notes (leave blank): 

 

Asterisks  

*Composite: composite is a technique/material we developed that combines the strength of both resin and foam to create 

a base that has the best of both worlds! Heads made with composite are lighter than most traditional foam or resin 

heads yet are still durable like resin heads (though not as durable as either foam/resin to impacts). They have a rough 

interior so they must lined. We charge 50$ extra for composite heads.  

*Hand-Wefted: Unlike with regular fur which has a consistent pile length of 1-2" (excluding shaving) hand wefted fur is "fur" 

that we create by weaving together many small strands of synthetic fibers in a process called wefting. This allows us 

to control the length of the fur allowing us to create hair or mane that are realistic. Wefted fur is much heavier and 

coarser than regular fur so keep this in mind when requesting suits with large amounts of wefting. Hand wefted fur 

flows and moves like real fur, is thick and full, we texture it so it has a natural look. We recommend hand wefted fur 

for lions, wickerbeasts, characters with Mohawks, and realistic characters. 

*Custom Lining: On parts that can be lined such as the head, paws, feet, etc you can choose a generic lining which will be 

whatever material we have on hand or a custom made one. Custom made lining will be drawn and printed to your 

design and material specifications. In short you would be getting a lining made that has whatever you want on it such 

as but not limited to your character. You will receive a digital copy of any artwork we create when we make your 

custom lining. 


